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Vubiq Networks Wins Best Solution Award at SMB TechFest
HaulPass V60 Wireless Solution Extends the Reach of Gigabit Ethernet
IRVINE, CA, August 3, 2015 – Vubiq Networks, Inc. today announced that its HaulPass V60™ Gigabit
Ethernet wireless connectivity system was voted “Best Solution” by the attendees at the recent SMB
TechFest, California’s largest quarterly technology conference. HaulPass V60 is an advanced 60 GHz
millimeter wave broadband wireless data connectivity solution that delivers low-latency, full-duplex
Gigabit Ethernet transport speeds in a small, ruggedized, easy-to-install enclosure.
“We are honored to have received the prestigious Best Solution award at SMB TechFest,” said Mike
Pettus, founder and CTO of Vubiq Networks. “This quarterly conference provides an excellent venue to
learn about the latest developments in IT technology. With so many outstanding products and solutions
showcased at TechFest, it is an honor to have been selected as the best solution.”
Dave Seibert, SMB TechFest co-founder and CIO of IT Innovators, stated, “Our attendees were very
impressed with the HaulPass V60 wireless technology. The product provides an easy, cost-effective way
for companies, network operators, solution providers, and mobile carriers to extend their high-speed
networks in situations that would otherwise be impossible or cost prohibitive.”
Taking advantage of the license-free 60 GHz millimeter wave radio band, the HaulPass V60 supports
Gigabit Ethernet wireless connections to line-of-sight destinations. Unlike other half-duplex wireless
solutions, the V60 is a full-duplex solution offering two gigabit aggregate throughput, thereby providing a
significantly higher return on investment. The system features an integrated two-port Gigabit Ethernet
switch for multiple connections that can be used for campus networks or to daisy chain multiple HaulPass
V60 systems for extended distances.
“We’re very excited to be shipping an enhanced version of our HaulPass V60 wireless solution in volume
to our customers who are saving thousands of dollars in trenching and fiber installation costs”, said Ed
Snyder, CEO of Vubiq Networks, “Receiving this important award voted on by the attendees at SMB
TechFest is a validation of our advanced technology by our peers, for which we are truly honored.”
For further information on the HaulPass V60 system, please visit www.vubiqnetworks.com.
About SMB TechFest
As California’s largest quarterly technology conference, SMB TechFest provides solution providers, MSPs,
VARs, cloud partners, IT pros, and more with industry expert speakers and content. The mission of SMB
TechFest is to teach and educate IT pros and partners on current and upcoming industry technologies.
For more information, visit www.smbTechFest.com.
About Vubiq Networks
Vubiq Networks, Inc. is a privately held wireless networking technology company headquartered in Irvine,
California. The company’s focus is on high-bandwidth, 60 GHz wireless link transmission products that
enable gigabit speed transport for broadband wireless fiber extensions, wireless metropolitan area
networks, and mobile backhaul applications. For more information, visit www.vubiqnetworks.com.
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